ABOVE LEFT: The downsizing and relocating of industry within
Broadmeadows creates opportunities and sites for change. The old
Ericsson Factory was the site for the VEIL exhibition. Photo: Maggie Bufe.

ABOVE RIGHT: Old houses offer residents little resilience to the violent
storms and heatwaves that are occurring because of changing weather
patterns. Can these also become sites for change? Photo: Maggie Bufe.
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The Broadmeadows 2032 exhibition was held at the empty
Ericsson factory. The exhibition offered the chance for former
workers to visit the site.

Setting up the Broadmeadows 2032 exhibition in the
former Ericsson Building.
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Vision: Broadmeadows 2032
Project introduction

Over the coming decades we will face significant

commitment to sustainable development with its new

During the second half of 2009 a large landscape

The ideas from that Design Event became an exhibition

On 19 July, 2010 the Vision: Broadmeadows exhibition

increases in the price of oil, a price on carbon, greater

council offices (opened in July 2007) designed to five-

design studio from the University of Melbourne –

in the Global Learning Centre at Hume in March: Hume

opened in the disused former Ericsson factory in

variability in weather patterns (e.g. rainfall) and a probable

star Green Star Rating standards. We responded to the

‘Designing the Sustainable Landscape’ – was based

2032 – Eco-Acupuncture 2010. This was opened by

Broadmeadows as an anchor event in the 2010

increase in extreme weather events. How do Australian

openness and enthusiasm of Hume Council officers

in Hume. It was led by Dr Sidh Sintusingha, along with

the Mayor of Hume, Councillor Geoff Porter. At the same

Victorian State of Design Festival. The exhibition

cities and communities respond to these changes?

and their desire for a creative engagement with VEIL

Matt Mackay from Hassell and Dan Nunan from Aspect

time, eight design studios at the University of Melbourne,

featured the work of 80 students who had participated

One of the great challenges for the design of Australian

to support the design exploration of eco-acupuncture

Studios. In the studio students mapped the territory,

RMIT University, Monash University and Swinburne

in the university design studios and created a central

cities is the re-visioning and retro-fitting of the existing

interventions in the Broadmeadows precinct. Hume is a

researching sustainability challenges and opportunities

University took up the ideas as the briefs for the

conversation space, with furniture supplied by leading

low-density suburban fabric, the principal urban form of

high-profile Central Activities District (CAD), identified by

and developing concepts and proposals for sustainable

projects of around 150 students in architecture, urban,

Broadmeadows-based companies, all pioneers in

greater Melbourne and many Australian cities.How do

the state government for significant development centred

landscapes and systems.

landscape, industrial and communications design.

sustainable manufacturing and production. It was

we transform these locations into resilient low-carbon

on the Broadmeadows railway station. The council staff

neighbourhoods and precincts, which are healthy to

saw the VEIL project as an exciting complement to the

In the second half of 2009 and early 2010 a series

live in and support local employment and industry

CAD planning and development process. Additional

of workshops were held with Hume Council staff,

opened by Jenny Mikakos, Parliamentary Secretary
for Planning. The Mayor of Hume, Geoff Porter; David
Keenan, Director of Sustainability, City of Hume; Ken
TOP RIGHT: Throughout the project design teams visited local sites
such as Olsen Place, a local activities district.

with appropriate provision of food, water, energy and

consultations for this project involved Melbourne Water

local experts, community representatives, design

transport?

and Yarra Valley Water, the Victorian State Government

professionals, students and VEIL staff. Hume Council

Department of Planning and Community Development,

staff members presented an overview of the city and its

Government Architect; and Professor Chris Ryan,

This design research and visioning project,

The Local Sustainability Accord and Origin Energy.

regions, covering social, landscape, water, transport,

Director of VEIL, also spoke.

Eco-Acupuncture 2010: Broadmeadows 2032, is the

Experience was also drawn from two parallel VEIL

economic and CAD development, and future plans.

most ambitious project yet to be undertaken by VEIL.

projects – participation in the structural plan for Ballarat

Yarra Valley Water presented some of their current

It has involved a review of the large body of work from

and a commission by the Department of Sustainability

and future projects for the region. A design exploration

the earlier EBD (Ecological Business District) project and

and Environment on visions of water-sensitive cities.

workshop, held in the Global Learning Centre at Hume,

urban precinct in Melbourne. It has involved all areas
of design and sustainable development – from the built
environment to services, public infrastructure, new
businesses and the provision of resources.
After discussions with council representatives across
metropolitan Melbourne in early 2009 we selected
the City of Hume as the site for this ambitious and
exploratory project. Hume presents challenging
conditions that are typical of outer Australian suburbs:
a diverse community, indifferent housing stock and

at Sustainability Victoria; Geoffrey London, Victorian

BOTTOM LEFT: View of Dallas from the top of the Ericsson factory.
BOTTOM RIGHT: A design workshop was held in February 2010
with Melbourne’s leading design and engineering firms. The
designers extended and tested VEIL’s thinking.

This publication reflects on VEIL’s year-long project to
revision Broadmeadows through eco-acupuncture.

brought together 40 people (including 16 university

exploring ways in which it could be used as a guide to
‘re-vision’ – and progressively transform – an existing

Guthrie, General Manager for Sustainable Environs

Re-vision – and
progressively
transform – an
existing urban
precinct in
Melbourne

designers from the VEIL project). The workshop
covered sustainable food systems, the creation of a
water-sensitive community, new models of sustainable
industries and creative strategies for neighbourhoods
with new forms of work, mobility, education and play.
Professor Ezio Manzini, a leading international figure in
sustainability thinking and strategy (and a Deakins 09
lecture series visitor) participated in the workshop.
A three-day Eco-Acupuncture Design Event in February
2010, held at the Photography Studies College at
Southbank in Melbourne, greatly extended the design
research and thinking about Hume/Broadmeadows.

vacant industrial sites; an environment thought too
hard to retrofit. Hume had already shown a substantial
04 Vision: Broadmeadows 2032
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Hume City Council

Vision: Broadmeadows from the perspective of the client

The last 18 months has been a time of great activity

VEIL has been an invaluable provocateur running in

and change in Hume City Council and particularly in

parallel throughout the structural planning process and

Broadmeadows. Much of this activity is a result of

has challenged notions of what the near future may

Broadmeadows being designated Melbourne’s capital

hold. By implanting alternative visions and illuminating

of the north and a Central Activity District under the state

pathways to them VEIL has, in a very real and tangible

government’s recently released Melbourne @ 5 million

way, intersected with that process.

VEIL has been
an invaluable
provocateur...

policy. Structural planning is currently underway to map

The exhibition provided a platform for the transfer of

From an integrated transport planning perspective, the

knowledge and ideas and Council is now looking for

strong focus on sustainable and connected communities

opportunities to translate those ideas into practical and

at the exhibition identified opportunities to rethink

implementable actions through a number of projects.

access and mobility projects to focus on low-carbon
and climate-friendly options. The focus on walking,

For Healthy Hume, an initiative that brings relatively

cycling and public transport represents an opportunity

new ideas to Hume City Council, VEIL has provided

to develop and support these modes through network

out how the established urban area can accommodate

This intervention has been achieved most successfully

The Broadmeadows: Vision 2032 exhibition was a

evidence and pathways for how similar ideas could

planning and quality infrastructure, simultaneously

additional residents and workers, how access to

by transcending the scale at which large-scale planning

culmination of this program and demonstrated the

be brought into the region. In the workplace it can be

strengthening community interaction, health and

affordable housing, equitable transport and employment

can operate. VEIL has discovered unique and local

rigorous commitment to local empowerment that drives

difficult to take the time to find solid evidence that builds

wellbeing.

opportunities can be improved, and how community life

relationships and amplified them; and by doing so has

the VEIL process of engagement. The exhibition’s

on ideas, particularly when they are new to a market or

and social spaces can be enriched.

provided a means of linking up the grass roots ideas

venue – the former Ericsson building – highlighted the

population. So the exhibition, with its sound research

Importantly, the exhibition has shown how these new

with the big picture planning. This immersion with the

latent transformative potential of Broadmeadows, and

and development of ideas, has assisted us to present

ideas can be desirable and add value to current

In many ways, Broadmeadows is representative of the

local subject matter is the strength of VEIL’s program of

brought together local businesses, diverse multicultural

cases for community gardens and food cooperatives.

lifestyles. This information is invaluable in refining the

strains and pressures that are affecting metropolitan

engagement and has revealed a wealth of social capital

community groups, schools, industry and government

This also occurs for other projects that are investigating

programs that Council delivers and how we educate

Melbourne and, indeed, many western industrialised

that can drive the transition to a sustainable future.

representatives.

integrated transport planning and community

and advocate for our community.

TOP RIGHT: Broadmeadows Shared Vision map. This map identified key
sites within an area of Broadmeadows that represented ideal locations for
introducing new urban infrastructure and possible planning innovation. The
map was prepared by the Central Activities District and Urban Design team
at Hume City Council in 2008.

sustainability programs.

cities. This has provided a fertile ground for the
collaboration that has taken place between VEIL and
Hume City Council throughout the program of research,
investigation and engagement.

06 Vision: Broadmeadows 2032

LEFT: Broadmeadows Central Precinct features the Hume City Council
building, the Global Learning Centre and the older Town Hall.

MIDDLE: Small raingardens feature in the Hume Central Precinct Plaza
outside the council building. RIGHT: Geoff Porter, Hume’s mayor, opened
the GLC exhibition in January 2010.

LEFT: Car park at the Broadmeadows shopping centre.
MIDDLE: Seabrook Reserve alongside Merlynston Creek.

RIGHT: Broadmeadows Festival, November 2009.
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Eco-Acupuncture

Designing points of intervention in the current condition to ‘release’ new trajectories of development

In this approach to changing trajectories of development

The result was new projects ‘on-the-ground’ that

Eco-acupuncture design thinking:

and overcoming paralysis and short-term resistance,

can release new community energy and support for

After three years of work VEIL is refining the concept

our aim is to identify opportunities – small domains

a new trajectory of development. We consider eco-

of eco-acupuncture and learning from projects. The

of potentiality – that can become sites of design

acupuncture for the eco-system of urban life in the

design materials for eco-acupuncture are both physical

intervention to shift the path of innovation on a new

following ways:

and informational. Information and communications

trajectory: towards sustainable, resilient conditions.

ABOVE RIGHT: An Aquaponics farm is envisioned on the site of the
former Broadmeadows Primary School. The farm creates jobs and
conducts community activities. Design: Pei Wai Lai. Studio leader:
Simon Cookes, University of Melbourne.

technology appears to be critical, but the virtual – or

The critical characteristic of design interventions is

A) Re-structuring essential ‘life support systems’:

digital – should be expressed within (aligned to) the real,

that they can ‘start small’ (so they are within the reach

energy; water; food;

material form of the intervention.

of community resources), and they have large systemic

B) Realigning the essential ‘flows’ of social and

effects.

economic life (to support the above): transport and
mobility; information and knowledge

Our purpose was to intervene to reinvigorate the

C) Reshaping the physical, constructed, environment

eco-system of urban life and change the path of

to enable the above changes. physical infrastructure;

innovation and development towards resilient,

residential; work/office/commerce

low-carbon living. Our aim was to design small

D) Restoring essential social services to function in

interventions that can redirect the forces – the

the new urban eco-system: economy and business;

meridian lines – that shape development, towards

education; health

a more distributed system with ultra-low environmental

E) Reinvigorating lifestyles for community health and

impact (particularly in relation to greenhouse gas

sustainable prosperity: creative expression;

production) and greater social wellbeing.

leisure; sharing

Our purpose:
to intervene to
reinvigorate the
eco-system of
urban life.

BOTTOM LEFT: A local renewable energy industry in Hume can
make use of existing skills and knowledge within the community.
Design: Dean Benstead. Studio leader: Simon Curlis,
RMIT University.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Meadowlink is an east–west greenlink through
Broadmeadows. The link creates opportunities to promote cycling
within the suburb by providing attractive and safe bike paths.
Design: Michael Black. Studio leader: Sidh Sintusingha,
University of Melbourne.

RIGHT: Storm and grey water
can be reused locally to enhance
parklands, support community
gardens and restore natural
systems such as local creeks
and wetlands. Design: Adam
Papanicolou. Studio leader:
Sidh Sintusingha, University
of Melbourne.

08 Vision: Broadmeadows 2032
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Eco-Acupuncture (continued)
The metaphor of ‘urban acupuncture’ was apparently

•

ENCOUNTER: Often new things just have to

•

REPLICATE: Even a small design intervention

•

REGENERATE: Old things – cultural, physical

first used by Jaime Lerner, the ex-mayor of Curitiba in

be seen – and experienced – to become a real

can create interest in replicating (or adapting) it

or economic – can sometimes be renewed and

Brazil, to explain (in retrospect) the success of its urban

possibility in the minds of those who would

elsewhere. (If it works here, why not there?)

reinvigorated through design – the lost becomes

development approach that has become such a global

otherwise reject the idea. (For example, think of

model and icon. Acupuncture seems rich and apposite

developments that offer smaller private space with

to describe what VEIL aims to achieve in its work to

greater, higher quality public space; a good idea

from obscurity to prominence through design.

revision – and change – existing (sub)urban residential

that often has to be experienced before it can be

Small things may be able to grow to be large

large and complex that connections can be

and commercial districts.

accepted as a reasonable trade-off).

enough to have a wider impact through the

broken, for example, the feedback between action

agency of design.

and impact. Dependence on big systems can

found again.
•

AMPLIFY: Taking something that currently exists
•

The eco-acupuncture 2010 process for the Re-visioning

SIMPLIFY: The existing world can become so

stifle imaginative action and local innovation.

Hume project exploratory work by VEIL in collaboration
with the Hume City Council identified a series of likely

•

MAKE TRANSPARENT: Life-critical resource

intervention points (point ‘C’ on page 8) – physical

provision (e.g. water, energy, food) is often hidden

locations that are seen as being domains of potentiality.

so the pathways of production and consumption

These are the starting points. As in any complex body,

are essentially invisible. Making things (and

urban or otherwise, all these system lines will intersect

information) visible – transparent – can change

and interact, and those interactions provide the design

consumer awareness and behaviour.

TOP RIGHT: Inspired by the idea of the cornershop,
this systems diagram reintroduces services to
neighbourhoods by locating small businesses on
underused residential land. Design: Yee Hui Xian.
Studio leaders: Ammon Beyerle and Lisa Dew,
University of Melbourne.

BOTTOM LEFT: Neighbours collectively rearrange
backyards to create opportunities for new housing
and community facilities. Turning the block inside
out creates small, vibrant micro-communities.
Design: Chris Rossetto. Studio leaders: Ammon
Beyerle and Lisa Dew, University of Melbourne.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Increased density within blocks
ensure that front yards become more active and
productive. Over time neighbours and councils
elect to close the street to create small pockets
of shared community space. Design: Philip Mak.
Studio leaders: Ammon Beyerle and Lisa Dew,
University of Melbourne.

challenge and opportunities.
A set of approaches to design thinking for
eco-acupuncture was defined at the beginning
of the Re-visioning Hume project:

TOP: Disused warehouses are turned into community markets.
This activates the streetscape, encouraging local activities and
pedestrian and cycling traffic. Design: Dai Le. Studio leader:
Sidh Sintusingha, University of Melbourne.
BOTTOM: Meadowlink opens up Merlynston Creek, providing
opportunities for local food production and activities that create
new recreational areas for the community. Design: Michael Black.
Studio leader: Sidh Sintusingha, University of Melbourne.

10 Vision: Broadmeadows 2032
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Design Hub – Professional Contribution
A workshop to engage with Melbourne’s professional design community

During the iterative research and design process of
the Broadmeadows project, VEIL held two design
workshops that explored, tested and refined the
research and design themes. The first, a stakeholder
workshop with council and state government officers,
explored the impending needs and opportunities of the
local area. Material from this workshop tested emerging
ideas and research from the Landscape Architecture
Studio,University of Melbourne, and produced material
that informed The Hub, and the second workshop,
The Broadmeadows Design Event.
The Broadmeadows Design Event was a two-day

Encouraging
some of
Melbourne’s
most creative
minds to explore
the complex
issues

(Lab Architects); Rudy Darmawan (Design Inc.); Peter
Brew (GHD); Lisa Dew (Grimshaw Architects); Nynke
Feenstra (Rotterdam Eco-Innovation Lab); Bernie Walsh
(Bernie Walsh Art & Design).

Council, VEIL selected a series of sites that were
‘domains of potentiality’ – opportunities for significant
design intervention within the local area. Four sites were
chosen: the two local activity districts of Dallas Shopping
Centre and Olsen Place, the Eastmeadows precinct
(including the Ericsson site and Broadmeadows Primary
School), Seabrook Reserve, and the Central Activities
District (CAD), the Hume Central Precinct. With the help

2010, prior to the commencement of the 2010

of our partners, the Photographic College of Melbourne,

university design studios. The Design Event was an

the selected sites and their surrounding suburban fabric

opportunity for VEIL to share the excitement of the

were photographically documented prior to the event.

design community. It also allowed VEIL to test and

BOTTOM RIGHT:
Melbourne designers explore opportunities at the design event.

BOTTOM LEFT & RIGHT: A systems map and poster from the Design
Event exploring the benefits of collecting, treating and storing water locally
alongside existing natural systems. Neighbouring residental and industrial
areas become local catchments.

Working with the Urban Design Team at Hume City

design charette held towards the end of February

Broadmeadows project with Melbourne’s professional

TOP LEFT: The Design Event designers take a bus trip to Broadmeadows.
TOP RIGHT: Workshop activity from the Design Event.

The photos became important tools for the design
participants during the event.

extend the thinking and design that had already taken
place, encouraging some of Melbourne’s most creative
minds to explore the complex issues facing
a suburb such as Broadmeadows.
The event allowed VEIL to seed ideas within the
professional design community, those who were likely to
be directing the development in Broadmeadows in the
near future. Designers who participated included: Denis
Smitka (Swinburne University); Ian Wong, Tania Ivanka,
Malte Wagenfeld, Simon Whibley, Julie Werner, Lan
Tian, Rutger Pasman, Simon Venturi (all RMIT University);
Ammon Beyerle, Nicola Dovey, Edan Weis (University
of Melbourne); Dianna Yacoub, Matthew Wilson (Hume
City Council) Ralph Webster (MCC); Yurie Tyblewych
(AECOM); Andrew Maher (ARUP); Shayne Lacy
12 Vision: Broadmeadows 2032
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Design Hub – Professional Contribution (continued)
The Design Event was an immersive experience aimed

Upon returning form their excursion the design

Urban Oases, public spaces that responded to

The design event was run as an open studio, giving

The exhibition was held shortly after the event,

at introducing participants to the diverse nature of the

teams developed their initial reactions and ideas. Each

•

heat stress, offering the community and wildlife

designers the dual task of exploring themes while

with work from the design event forming an important

area. Multicultural catering, a local tour by bus and lunch

team was given a site, and had the task of identifying

some respite from the heat.

producing material for an exhibition. A production team,

part of the final exhibition and acting as a design brief

and coffee at the local kebab house, were all aimed

opportunities for distributed and connected design

A water recycling system at Seabrook Reserve.

comprised of students from the recently completed

for students who were about to begin their

at introducing the designers to the culture and the

interventions across a variety of themes

The system would efficiently reclaim water from

Broadmeadows ‘Designing the Sustainable Landscape’

Broadmeadows studios. Many of the design ideas

residents of Broadmeadows. Designers returned from

(eco-acupuncture meridians).

nearby industrial sites and treat it, creating new

landscape architecture studio, helped the designers with

produced by the event were explored further by students

recreational spaces that both celebrated water

local information and the production of design material,

in the following months, echoes of which can be seen

and improved the health of the creek.

visualisations and communication of the initial creative

throughout this publication.

A renewal energy incubator based on the former

thinking and design responses.

•

their visit having collected cultural artefacts, images,
ideas, and stories about the local community. Most were

Responses included:

overwhelmed by the warm welcome they received from

•

Food corridors connecting the local activities

•

the local community, telling stories of BBQ invitations,

districts while promoting walking and cycling;

Ericsson factory site. Over time the incubator

tea drunk at the international coffee houses, food that

active food fronts in shopping centres and

would experiment, trial and implement innovative

was grown locally and sold to local retailers. Others had

residential areas.

renewable energy technologies. The project would

Night markets at the CAD which celebrated the

retrofit the ageing buildings while providing

sites that had been transformed into rudimentary

multicultural community and local food systems.

low cost or perhaps even free energy to the

gathering places for local youth or as dumping grounds

The markets would activate the city centre and

local community.

for unwanted goods.

create a public space where families could feel

climbed through holes in fences to explore abandoned

•

TOP LEFT: Explorations from the first workshop featuring international
expert Professor Manzini and local and government stakeholders,
were tested and explored by design professionals in the Design Event.
CENTRE: Visiting sustainability expert Professor Ezio Manzini at the
October workshop.
BOTTOM LEFT, MIDDLE AND RIGHT: A collection of design thinking
from designers at the Design Event. The material became part of the
mini-exhibition held shortly afterwards.

safe in the evening.

BOTTOM LEFT: The food and cultural exchange looks at linking the
two local Activity Districts of Olsen Place and Dallas Mall with a trail
of food and cultural activities.

14 Vision: Broadmeadows 2032

BOTTOM RIGHT: A design proposal for a local night market
centering on local food and cultural activities.
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Introducing the Key Themes
Identifying the principal areas of activity fundamental for a resilient future

New urban development often looks at creating

In early workshops, designers (from local and

sustainable communities from scratch. With the

international design and engineering practices and

projects in Vision: Broadmeadows 2032, VEIL has

the VEIL university teams) were asked what changes

tested its new eco-acupuncture approach to change

could take place locally to help Broadmeadows meet

an existing suburb. These interventions are designed to

their future daily needs. How could the community turn

transform the suburb and the community into one that

their 2010 pressures into local assets by 2032? What

is resilient and sustainable.

changes to vital systems of provision (food, water,
energy, transport, built infrastructure) could provide for

How could the
community
turn their 2010
pressures into
local assets
by 2032?

BROADY LADs (LOCAL ACTIVITIES DISTRICTS)

Meadowlink becomes an important and much needed

Dallas Shopping Centre and Olsen Place – currently

In 2010 there are critical state government and council

human-scale connection across the railway and

traditional, but culturally diverse shopping strips,

development proposals for Hume. The largest focuses

busy arterial roads. The project creates a recreational

become important community centres. These LADs

on major investment in the CAD precinct (around the

route that opens up Merlynston Creek to a range of

become a home for local community activities beyond

station and the existing Council offices). There are

community recreational activities. Its approach extends

traditional shopping activities, for meetings and cultural

smaller development plans: Meadowlink – a proposal

to new food-related corridors linking important local

activities, local information and services and sites for

for an east–west green cycle and pedestrian corridor;

shopping strips.

sharing goods. Public furniture, open shopfronts, water
fountains, markets, outdoor cinemas, environmental

Eastmeadows – the development of industrial areas
east of the railway line and the CAD. These proposals

Eastmeadows becomes a significant redevelopment

shelters and BBQ areas would transform the older

are aimed at increasing housing diversity, improving

intervention that greatly increases the housing diversity

malls into valued and active community resources.

transit connections and creating a vibrant city centre.

of the area, supporting the growth of a sustainable

But the danger of a disconnection between the CAD

community, creating a culture for innovation and

As the activities and use of these LADs develop they

Key themes emerged, both from the workshops and

and the surrounding residential precincts is of concern.

experimentation, taking on the mantle of a ‘living

become safer and the demographic shifts to a more

the design studios; these became ways for designers

Eco-Acupuncture 2010 looked at the idea of developing

laboratory’ that proudly tests the effectiveness of new,

diverse age profile. Public space provides for the ageing

The Broadmeadows project progressed through a

to re-imagine Broadmeadows in 2032 as a more

many small, complementary Local Activities Districts

sustainable technologies. Large parcels of land allow

population with shaded rest areas, increased seating,

series of design studios in the VEIL partner universities.

sustainable and resilient suburb, a community that

(LADs), designed to influence the quality and vibrancy

for grand visions, new infrastructure, new businesses,

wayfinding information and emergency help points.

communities cope if petrol, water, electricity and food

was not simply surviving but thriving in a new

of life ‘outside’ the CAD and, in turn, affect the way the

eco-industry and new models of living. Eastmeadows

A corridor develops along Blair Street between the

prices were to dramatically increase? How would they

low-carbon future.

CAD development would unfold.

becomes connected to the city by building over the

two community spaces as a meeting place for food

cope with extreme weather events such as heatwaves,

railway lines, creating new transit stations and

cultures and exchange.

floods and droughts?

residential areas.

The City of Hume is currently confronting the problems

resilience and support a stronger local economy? What

of suburban sprawl, population growth, climatic change,

new businesses could develop. What new types of

stressed infrastructure and broad-brush, state-based

housing could be created? How could people interact

planning initiatives. It is a community that is vulnerable

with water, food, and energy? How could local systems

to the pressures of low income, car dependency, poor

be developed with ultra-low environmental impacts that

housing stock and the downsizing of local manufacturing

also created a greater sense of social wellbeing?

industries. These and other environmental factors limit
the ability of the community to adapt. How would these

RIGHT AND LEFT: The Olsen Place activity district has transformed from
a shopping mall into a vibrant public place. As well as goods, community
information is also exchanged. Design: Robert Ventrensca. Studio
leaders: Ammon Beyerle and Lisa Dew, University of Melbourne.
OPPOSITE LEFT: A sustainable precinct that features residential buildings
that are also greenhouses. The ultimate in green star living, the building
features high-tech systems and recreational and food production
activities. Design: Luke Flanagan, Chris Dalamagas, Henry Sgourakis.
Studio leaders: Barnaby Bennett, Malte Wagenfeld, Mark Burry,
RMIT University.
OPPOSITE RIGHT: Urban water garden systems are introduced into
the city centre to enhance the public realm and provide education and
engagement opportunities for the community. Design: Sam McCubbin.
Studio leader: Sidh Sintusingha, University of Melbourne.

16 Vision: Broadmeadows 2032
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Introducing the Key Themes (continued)
The CAD development comes to reflect some of the

In the first scenario, underused private space becomes

In the second scenario, a new suburban model of

BROADY FOOD

vibrancy of the LADs and connection to Eastmeadows,

productive and ‘semi-public’ as shared courtyards and

development emerges from a spirit of cooperation

Food, water and energy are critical systems of provision

and the transformed shopping strips create new

gardens are progressively opened up. Neighbours

and connectedness. Small-scale infill development

for human settlements. Currently these systems are

openings for demonstration projects that allow CAD

take down parts of fences and open up front yards

creates micro-communities as two to four suburban

centralised with resources supplied uniformly, often from

workers and residents to experience the benefits of new

and garages to a range of new semi-public activities.

house blocks are reconfigured to provide for eight to

a great distance. There is a clear and growing interest

sustainable systems. Water recycling and treatment

The community frees up space for collective activities.

ten residential houses. Density is effectively doubled,

within the community for citizens to change their passive

systems create new public domains that increase

Benefits and opportunities become clear to other

supporting new sustainable and local infrastructure in

role as consumers to be actively connected with the

biodiversity and adaptation to climatic events. The

residents and these land use patterns are

the neighbourhood. With retention of storm water and

production of vital resources. This is particularly clear

environmental characteristics of the CAD extend

progressively replicated.

some onsite renewable energy, the environmental

in relation to food. Localised food systems can make

impact of additional density is minimised.

efficient use of local resources and offer people a way

beyond energy-efficient buildings into new and

TOP RIGHT AND LEFT: Neighbours initially take down a fence to help
maintain a large veggie garden. Over time the trend continues and the back
yards become shared community spaces. The neighbours self-organise to
invest in sustainable small-scale infrastructure, such as water systems and
small renewable energy systems. Design: Brent Leheny. Studio leaders:
Ammon Beyerle and Lisa Dew, University of Melbourne.

TOP RIGHT: An information website for the community explaining
food miles and providing information about food grown locally in the
Broadmeadows area. Design: Edwin Tan, Tom Giraud, Lea Zarnowski,
David Blight. Studio leader: Mark Strachan, Swinburne University.

of engaging with the ‘creation’ of food. Eco-acupuncture

sustainable patterns of living.
Sustainable lifestyles are promoted through shared

interventions can change the way people use public

CONNECTED COMMUNITIES

facilities, productive activities and new social

space, creating new productive urban landscapes that

‘Connected communities’ describes a new trajectory

opportunities with neighbours.

increase the diversity of food supply.

emerge from eco-acupuncture interventions today.

Having a more designed and coordinated development

Broadmeadows offers significant opportunities for local

Environmental efficiencies and economic benefits

process is the key to these small-scale development

food systems. It is close to the urban fringe with natural

are delivered through sharing of space, residential

visions. Rather than a piecemeal approach with small

(but degraded) water and land assets. The area was

infrastructure and local resources. Design trajectories

developers subdividing properties, there is a new role for

once grassland between two creek-lines, with a long

were based on the development of a more interactive

councils to facilitate cohesive vision for redevelopment

history of productivity. Pre-settlement Wurundjeri tribes

community, with backyards used more productively,

of connected neighbourhoods.

used the area for hunting and fishing. It was later settled

for the conventions of suburban living that could

neighbourly cooperation for access to more

by pastoralists who were attracted to the flat grass plains

sophisticated infrastructure (e.g. small-scale water

and the water supply for cultivation.

recycling), and more efficient use of resources.
Two distinct scenarios were proposed: maintaining
existing property ownership while voluntarily creating

BOTTOM: New patterns of development emerge. Here four residential
blocks are reconfigured into eight to ten residences. Other neighbours
participate and over time the bock is transformed. Design: Linton Wood,
Hao Meng, Teh Say Chun &Kei Kai Fung. Studio leaders: Barnaby
Bennett, Malte Wagenfeld and Mark Burry, University of Melbourne.

porous property boundaries; or creating new ownership
and development models by combining land assets to
create new infill opportunities with different spatial and
ownership configurations. In both scenarios residents
elected to have smaller private spaces with high
quality shared spaces.
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Introducing the Key Themes (continued)
Design scenarios saw growing opportunities for

•

Street plantings, community gardens, front yard

localised food systems from parcels of underused land.

and back yard food production; this is all managed

Productive gardens emerge near undervalued water

locally by residents, community groups and new

assets, with strong community involvement.

service businesses.

Food-related developments take a central place

•

•

•

TOP RIGHT: Eat Your Greens is a masterplan for local community food
production in Broadmeadows. The design includes an orchard of fruit
and nut trees co-located with wetlands. In summer months the area
becomes a shaded and cool oasis. Design: Ana Christoe. Studio leader:
Sidh Sintusingha, University of Melbourne.

The increasing cost of oil is reflected in the rising costs

new patterns of water and energy use; new transport

of petrol, water, energy and food. The introduction

systems; refurbishment of residential and business

of a price on carbon increases the pressures on the

properties.

family budget. The local population is ageing with many

Over time, access to local food increases, reducing

readying themselves for retirement. Ordinary people

Broadmeadows local jobs – a social networking site –

food insecurity. There is a demonstrated benefit to the

need to find inventive ways of creating new opportunities

appears and flourishes. Small grants help communities

Council facilitates urban orchards that recycle

local ecology of the area, particularly the creek and

and roles in the emerging sustainable economy.

establish businesses, undertake training and develop

water from residential areas, creating markets,

its park. Educational initiatives increase awareness of

educational and business opportunities (such

nutrition and support skills development for new food-

The community of Broadmeadows responds creatively,

and services (such as turning a garage into a fruit and

as community cooking facilities and classes).

related businesses and services. Access to commercial

reconnecting with its past traditions. New enterprises

vegetable shop).

Multicultural school gardens quickly diffuse out into

and high-quality facilities supports further business

emerge from the informal and formal economy;

residential areas. Residents from different cultures

development. Local food brands, sustainable catering

micro-businesses provide extra income and with the

Kangan Batman TAFE takes an increasingly active role

grow their traditional foods alongside each other,

services, fruit and vegetable retailing and deliveries,

increased sharing of social and physical resources

in linking skills development with emerging business

trading cultural knowledge and increasing diversity.

and urban farming, all develop rapidly.

viable local services start to emerge. Community

initiatives. Previously separate trade and industry

Gardens and markets are located along the creek-

facilities are used productively; spare residential space

skills combine to deal with new opportunities; new

lines with new bike paths and pedestrian walkways

– rooms, backyards and garages – is turned into an

apprenticeships are supported by local manufacturing

creating new, vibrant recreational areas.

economic asset, meeting everyday needs as these are

businesses. Apprentices, TAFE teachers, local trades

defined and assessed within the changing conditions.

people and manufacturing workers, come together to

Micro-enterprises and businesses often result from

develop new products and components for a series of

community experimentation. These include: growing

high-profile, low-carbon ‘retrofit’ projects, initiated and

and selling backyard produce and niche food; repair

supported by the council and state government.

in community development:
•

ENTERPRISING COMMUNITIES

Demonstration gardens appear in the centre of the
city, making use of organic waste and water from
the council and shopping centre. The idea spreads
to smaller shopping strips.
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BOTTOM LEFT: Farm to Fork introduces local food production and
activities into the Broadmeadows CAD. As well as producing food the
gardens act as demonstration projects reusing shopping centre and
council food waste and rainwater. Design: Christine Cham. Studio
leader: Sidh Sintusingha, University of Melbourne.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Garden Small is where large areas of parklands
become community gardens and encourage inter-generational and
cultural exchange. Close to residential areas, the gardens efficiently use
local resources, such as food waste and excess rainwater. Design: Ana
Christoe. Studio leader: Sidh Sintusingha, University of Melbourne.

BOTTOM LEFT AND RIGHT: Communities act creatively and turn
underused space into micro-businesses. For example this residential
block is renovated to support local food activities; a shop operates at
the front of the house and there is a large veggie garden out the back.
Design: Yee Hui Xian. Studio leaders: Ammon Beyerle and Lisa Dew,
University of Melbourne.

business proposals for innovative new enterprises

businesses operating out of garages, supporting the
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Introducing the Key Themes (continued)
ECO INDUSTRIES

A local renewable energy company uses the existing

A NEW MOBILITY

with off-road cycling corridors, on-road way-finding

Localised food systems also require new water

Green industries use resources in an efficient and

skill-set of local workers supported by Kangan Batman

private companies offer residents innovative share

In 2010 Broadmeadows is a typical sprawling suburb;

systems for cyclists and new inter-modal connections.

systems; productive gardens begin to appear along

effective manner, benefiting the local community through

TAFE. The natural wind assets of the area are utilised

and renting schemes. Community energy cooperatives

residents are very car-dependent and, consequently,

Amenities and hubs support the community to undertake

the creek-lines providing additional uses for stormwater

economic opportunities and creation of jobs. Hume’s

to support a diverse range of wind-power systems.

are supported by the council and the state government.

there are traffic and congestion problems that spill

many of their daily activities by bike. The growing shift in

before it enters the creek system. Excess rainwater,

industries take the lead and adopt principles of industrial

These are relatively low-tech and low-cost compared

These local eco industries (such as Aquaponics and

over into residential streets. Public transport tends to

behaviour sees new businesses forming, including small

stormwater and residential grey water is collected

ecology. Industrial parks and businesses start to

to other energy technologies. This demonstrates that

Hume Wind) show that new industry can grow from

be disconnected and focused on moving people to

bike manufacturers producing new ‘local’ Broady bikes;

from residential and industrial areas with a string of

cooperate and co-locate to share the inputs and outputs

renewable technologies can have multiple benefits of

existing conditions and assets within the community,

and from the suburb. There are few viable sustainable

bike taxis and bike-based delivery services, which are

small wetlands providing both treatment and appealing

of their supply chain; this includes sharing freight and

job creation, education and training, new manufacturing

supported by local education, businesses and

transport options for the community. Cycling

very popular around Olsen Place, Eastmeadows and

visual landscapes. Additional flows are returned to

reusing waste streams of heat and materials. Smaller

and clean energy. Community uptake occurs in diverse

‘tinkering’ incubators.

infrastructure sees cyclists compete on the roads

Dallas shopping centre. There is a new emphasis on

environmental systems, restoring the health of creeks

specialist businesses emerge, providing specific local

ways:

with delivery vans, trucks and semi-trailers.

moving people around rather than through the suburb,

and grasslands.

components and services for the supply chain.

and new bus exchanges appear in the LADs.

Innovative and sophisticated closed-loop water systems

Cycling is a great eco-acupuncture focus. There is
Industry in Broadmeadows is reinvigorated in the new

considerable potential to develop a cycling culture in

WATER-SENSITIVE

mean businesses, large water users and residents

energy, food, water and mobility economy. A disused

Broadmeadows with much of the community living

Although creeks surround Broadmeadows there is an

thrive despite increased water pricing. Broadmeadows

school becomes a new aquaponics farm, with a

within 3 km of the city centre, a distance easily cycled

absence of water in the public realm. Underground

Baths appears, maintaining one of Broadmeadows

closed-loop system that farms fish and produces leafy

by most people. Cycling becomes the focus for support

water flows everywhere in pipes, stormwater drains

most treasured assets – a turkish bathhouse situated

greens while recycling water. The produce is sold

programs; road use is rearranged in residential areas,

and sewers. Sustainable communities are also water-

in Seabrook Reserve, alongside a Melbourne Water

throughout Melbourne, creating jobs and supporting

sensitive communities and have new ways of interacting

retardation basin.

the expansion of community garden plots and local

with and valuing water. A water-sensitive community

produce markets.

celebrates but doesn’t waste water.
BOTTOM LEFT: Well designed, off-road bike paths can encourage
cycling for all generations. The green wayfinding symbols indicate
that the path travels through parklands. Design: Dai Le. Studio
leader: Sidh Sintusingha, University of Melbourne.

Water is celebrated in different ways, reflecting its
aesthetic, cultural and economic value. Water becomes

BOTTOM RIGHT: Streetscapes are transformed through water-sensitive
urban design. The swales and rain gardens are permeable, allowing water
to be collected and treated for local use. Design: Adam Papanicolou.
Studio leader: Sidh Sintusingha, University of Melbourne.

a ‘cyclic’ resource within local areas. Suburban
catchments capture and treat water locally; wetlands,
rainwater tanks and community tanks store water for
TOP RIGHT: The large-scale aquaponic farm breeds fish in isolated tanks.
The water from the tanks feeds a crop of leafy green vegetables, which
remove nutrients from the water. Design: Pei Wei Lai. Studio leader:
Simon Cookes, University of Melbourne.
BOTTOM LEFT AND RIGHT: Hume Wind is a local renewable energy
company that draws expertise from Kangan Batman TAFE. The
TAFE runs a variety of training and development programs. Design:
Dean Benstead. Studio leader: Simon Curlis, RMIT University.

local use; waste water is cleaned and reused for
non-potable purposes. Recycling and treatment sites
create vibrant public places that engage the community,
while providing education about the health and
performance of local water systems. Wetlands and
rain gardens create small oases that increase
biodiversity, and create micro-climates, offering respite
during heatwaves and reducing the heat island effect.
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Introduction to Design Studios
Releasing the potential for local opportunities through design visioning

At the core of the action research undertaken by VEIL

The work of the eight design studios, engaged as part

At the end of this design studio process, the student

is an evolving ‘think-tank’, referred to as The Hub. The

of the Vision: Broadmeadows 2032 project, spans a

work was exhibited at the former Ericsson Building in

Hub has design academics seconded from the design

broad range of design disciplines from architecture

Broadmeadows, a vast, disused factory complex which

schools of Victorian universities. Researchers from

and landscape architecture to industrial design,

itself featured in a number of the design projects. This

various academic and other institutions, representatives

communication design and service design. While each

exhibition was presented as a major event in the 2010

from industry, government, environment and community

of the design studio visions can be viewed in isolation,

Victorian State of Design Festival program. Feedback

groups, also contribute to the thinking of The Hub.

each addressing a particular design challenge, it is the

from the public, community groups and government was

The work of The Hub combines research, analysis,

intersections between the individual projects and the

sought. The ideas canvassed in the exhibition by the

design speculation and evaluation, resulting in visions,

combined impact of the design thinking that builds the

students are now forming part of a Hume City Council

concepts, reports and papers that identify fruitful

transformative VEIL design vision and trajectories for

initiative to implement innovative sustainable design

long-term (typically 25-year) scenarios for sustainable

this project.

projects within the city, seeing a further development

solutions (products, services, systems, lifestyles, built

of those ideas by the council, the state government

environments and infrastructure). These long-term

and professional designers.

TOP RIGHT, BOTTOM LEFT AND RIGHT: A small exhibition was held at
the Global Learning Centre, informing students about to embark upon
their Broadmeadows studio projects.

visions and eco-innovation ideas are then formulated as
‘design studio’ topics for the university design schools.
Through these design studios, ideas and visions are
further researched and tested by hundreds of later-year
design students as part of their academic learning.
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BOTTOM LEFT AND CENTRE: Walking groups are coordinated as a
health and social activity for an ageing community. Dedicated routes are
identified and assistance points and wayfinding information are located
along the routes. Design: Daniel Nguy. Studio leader: Simon Curlis,
RMIT University.

BOTTOM RIGHT: Large parklands offer great opportunities for local
water storage and use. The wetlands enhance the parks while creating
opportunities for community education and engagement. Design: Adam
Papanicolou. Studio leader: Sidh Sintusingha, University of Melbourne.
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Mess (2): Everyday Babylon
Architecture Studio, University of Melbourne

In this studio we wanted architecture to engage with the
everyday. Mess: Everyday Babylon was about suburban
ecology, dispersed networks, people, diversity, social
and material flows and filters – not just architectural
aesthetics. Students endeavoured to participate with,
respond to and create messy reality, very different from
their previous studio experiences.
With the use of iterative visions, diagrams and images,

TOP RIGHT: As behaviour in the community changes, streets are
rearranged to accommodate more community activity. Here, small
shared shelters are built in a closed street offering the community
more protected outdoor space. Design: Phillip Mak. Studio leaders:
Ammon Beyerle and Lisa Dew, University of Melbourne.

TOP LEFT AND CENTRE: Neighbouring properties remove fences to
share backyards. Aggregated space allows more collective activities such
as community watertanks and gardens. Design: Brent Leheny. Studio
leaders: Ammon Beyerle and Lisa Dew, University of Melbourne.

BOTTOM LEFT AND RIGHT: Aggregated backyards also allow neighbours
to created shared assets such as an outdoor cinema, guest houses
or opportunities for small businesses. Design: Chris Rossetto. Studio
leaders: Ammon Beyerle and Lisa Dew, University of Melbourne.

MIDDLE RIGHT: The Olsen Place activity district has been
transformed from a shopping mall into a vibrant public place.
Goods and community information are exchanged. Design: Robert
Ventresca. Studio leaders: Ammon Beyerle and Lisa Dew,
University of Melbourne.

re-visioning a sustainable future became about listening
and speaking, imagining, proposing and positively
critiquing norms, while remembering to answer the
big question: how do we get there?
Our studio discussion involved multidisciplinary guests
and critics throughout the semester.

BOTTOM LEFT AND RIGHT: Local Activity Districts are places of
community interaction. Local transport moves people around their
suburb and increases opportunities for passive interaction. Design:
Li Ming. Studio leaders: Ammon Beyerle and Lisa Dew,
University of Melbourne.

STUDIO LEADERS: AMMON BEYERLE AND LISA DEW
Ammon Beyerle teaches architecture and urban design at the University
of Melbourne, recently commencing a PhD in Architecture at Monash
University. He has worked as an engineer and architect in Australia, France
and Japan. Lisa Dew teaches architecture and interior architecture at the
University of Melbourne and Monash University. She has worked as
an architect in Australia, England and Singapore.
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Sustainable Sprawl
Landscape Architecture Studio, University of Melbourne

The studio engaged with Environmentally Sustainable
Design (ESD) principles as applied to the open spaces
of Hume City Council (HCC). For the second time, the
subject ran in conjunction with VEIL, conceptualising
VEIL’s project site at Hume’s designated ‘Central
Activities District’ (CAD) at the current Broadmeadows

STUDIO LEADER: SIDH SINTUSINGHA
Prior to joining the University of Melbourne as lecturer in landscape
architecture, Sidh Sintusingha practised as both an architect and landscape
architect in Thailand and Australia. He has made contributions through
research, teaching and professional activities to the areas of urban sprawl
and the cultures that underlie it, and the theory, definition and application of
sustainability in urban landscape design/planning processes in developed
and developing cities.

Shared Vision Precinct as the catalytic site for alternative,

TOP AND CENTRE LEFT: Wayfinding allows cyclists to choose
what types of roads they use. Blue interconnector routes are found
along quieter residential streets, a slower route that leads to activity
centres and transit interchanges. New cycling infrastructure is introduced
throughout the area. Design: Dai Le. Studio leader: Sidh Sintusingha,
University of Melbourne.
BOTTOM LEFT: Urban water systems are introduced into the city centre
enhancing the public realm and providing education and engagement
opportunities for the community. Design: Sam McCubbin. Studio leader:
Sidh Sintusingha, University of Melbourne.

‘sustainable’ developments that potentially ‘sprawl’
into the rest of HCC with an area of 504 km2.

TOP CENTRE: A series of cascading water treatment sculptures
clean water and educate the community about local water systems.
Design: Adam Papanicolou. Studio leader: Sidh Sintusingha,
University of Melbourne.
CENTRE: Real-time information is located at bus stops and transit
interchanges. The information empowers the community to make
convenient public transport decisions. Design: Tim Dow.
Studio leader: Sidh Sintusingha, University of Melbourne.
BOTTOM RIGHT & CENTRE: Farm to Fork introduces local food
production and markets into the CAD area. Design: Christine Cham.
Studio leader: Sidh Sintusingha, University of Melbourne.

In the first group phase, students investigated open
spaces and ecological/rural/urban patterns of HCC
and CAD, and then speculated on alternative future
scenarios framed by design/planning interventions
over time. From these broad design/planning
frameworks, students individually defined their
own sites for finer-scaled landscape interventions,
integrating their personalised interpretations of
sustainability and selected ESD techniques.

TOP, CENTRE AND BOTTOM RIGHT: Meadowlink is a green cycling
and pedestrian corridor that creates new recreational opportunities.
Community gardens and markets are located alongside Merlynston
Creek. Design: Lily Hsu. Studio leader: Sidh Sintusingha,
University of Melbourne.
BOTTOM LEFT: Meadowlink connects east and west
Broadmeadows. It creates a safe pedestrian and cycle pathway
across the railway lines and a busy arterial road, connecting the
CAD to residential areas. Design: Michael Black. Studio leader:
Sidh Sintusingha, University of Melbourne.

The landscape architecture studio served as a pilot,
providing highly diverse conceptual and spatial
frameworks and references, for the later VEIL studios
addressing other disciplines. As this was a new cycle
of VEIL projects, cross-disciplinary design ideas and
processes from the previous EBD project informed
and enriched the studio, expanding both conceptual
and practical possibilities. As Hume is an economically
disadvantaged area, relative to other city councils of
Melbourne, and also designated as one of the major
growth areas, it provided an ideal experimental context
for bold urban ideas and interventions on multiple scales.
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NextGen: Affordable Housing
Architecture and Industrial Design Studio, RMIT University

NextGen: Affordable Housing was run as a
transdisciplinary studio at RMIT with students from
architecture and industrial design. It was one of two
sister studios, along with a class led by Professor Tom
Barker at UTS in Sydney, which focused on the growing
problems of building sustainable cities and housing
affordability in Australia. Currently, Australia has the least
affordable housing anywhere in the world and a patchy
record of effective urban design. Its vast, sprawling
cites are infrastructure intense, especially transport and
services, and consequently require disproportionate
amounts of energy input, with correspondingly high

STUDIO LEADER: MALTE WAGENFELD
Malte Wagenfeld is a designer and researcher whose explorative designs
and writings have been internationally exhibited and published. Current
research at Spatial Information Architecture Laboratory (SIAL) is investigating
approaches to interior atmosphere in the face of climate change. Malte is
Senior Lecturer and Program Director of Industrial Design at RMIT University.
STUDIO LEADER: BARNABY BENNETT
Barnaby Bennett is a Melbourne-based designer and researcher at RMIT’s
SIAL. He is also is the founder of Freerange Press and Journal, and
manages the band Spartacus R.
STUDIO LEADER: MARK BURRY
Mark Burry is Professor of Innovation and Federation Fellow. He is Founding
Director of SIAL, RMIT University, Founding Director, RMIT University’s
Design Institute, and Executive Architect and Researcher to the Temple
Sagrada Família, Barcelona, Spain.

TOP LEFT AND BOTTOM: New patterns of development emerge. Here
four residential blocks are reconfigured into eight to ten residences. Other
neighbours participate and over time the block is transformed. This project
used parametric technologies to create a novel and innovative method
of progressively increasing the density of Broadmeadows housing and
public space, while maintaining individuals’ ability to opt in or out. The team
suggested a highly innovative and flexible approach towards increasing
density that would benefit both existing home owners and new residents as
well as addressing a number of key sustainability and urban infrastructure
problems. Design: Linton Wood, Hao Meng, Teh Say Chun, Kei Kai
Fung. Studio leaders: Barnaby Bennett, Malte Wagenfeld, Mark Burry,
RMIT University.

greenhouse gas emissions. Fundamental to this course
was a commitment to the socio-cultural transformative
capacity of architecture and industrial design. The
studio followed a collaborative design research
approach that used sketch models to elaborate and
test design propositions.
The broad focus on a society with all too real planning
and design problems highlights the true nature of
design-led research where teaching is a cooperative
process without predetermined outcomes. The real
power of such a studio model is to challenge both

TOP AND CENTRE RIGHT: A sustainable precinct featuring residential
buildings which also act as greenhouses. The ultimate in green-star
living, the building features high-tech systems and recreational and food
production activities. Design: Luke Flanagan, Chris Dalamagas and
Henry Sgourakis. Studio leaders: Barnaby Bennett, Malte Wagenfeld
and Mark Burry, RMIT University.
BOTTOM CENTRE AND RIGHT: This project utilises the former Ericsson
site, introducing a mix of aquaponic food and fish, and producing
technologies with a sophisticated mix of housing and shared social spaces.
This project displayed an innovative approach to the recent international
trend of sustainable urban farming and innovative industries, allowing for
increased production and for people to live in close proximity to their work.
Design: Megan Hendy, Rob Brown, Melanie Buettikofer. Studio leaders:
Barnaby Bennett, Malte Wagenfeld & Mark Burry, RMIT University.

students and academics to tackle increasingly acute and
difficult problems such as food supply, energy, transport
and complex communities, where answers are not
easy or solvable. The overall aim of this type of studio
is to focus the energies of our youngest and brightest
designers onto the clear and present dangers of
tomorrow. The Broadmeadows site and the challenges
of the vision brief allowed students to develop their ideas
in the context of a real site with very complex issues.
This gave the students great focus while exposing the
real difficulty of dealing with such a design task.
30 Vision: Broadmeadows 2032
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Real Sites, Real Research, Real Communities
Architecture Studio, University of Melbourne

The studio program was practical and project-driven.
Our catch phrase was ‘real sites, real research, real
communities, real concerns, real constraints, real
approach, real results’.
We had a mission to present a vision for an ecologically

TOP, CENTRE AND BOTTOM RIGHT: Little Istanbul – a Turkish
bathhouse conversion of a disused public swimming pool, cultural overlay
with an Australian material pallet. It featured an elegant play of light,
enclosure and texture as well as the use of sustainable systems for water
treatment and thermal movement to create a rich, sensorial experience.
Design: Beaudene Fulwood. Studio leader: Simon Cookes, University
of Melbourne.

and socially sustainable civic gesture in Broadmeadows
which would act as a catalyst for further positive
change in the community. The students had private
tutorials with experts in structural, facade and services
engineering, urban design, building standards,
ecological sustainability and graphics. While the studio
was pragmatic it was not dogmatic, and students were
encouraged to push their proposals to be vibrant and
expressive of their chosen focus. Cultural, environmental
and community sensitivities were paramount.
Concepts and counsel presented by VEIL throughout
the semester provided the students with a valuable
springboard and sounding board to inspire and guide
their work. Students had an experience close to a
working architect. Those who addressed the range

BOTTOM LEFT & RIGHT: SportEX – this project proposes a significant
sporting complex and community education facility at the western end
of the CAD precinct. The iconic building combines sustainable building
systems with a multi-purpose program of activities to become a sustainable
site for public gathering, sport and celebration. Design: Zeng Anqi. Studio
leader: Simon Cookes, University of Melbourne.

TOP LEFT: The former Ericsson factory site is repurposed as a
business incubator and apartment complex. The prefabricated building
modules are constructed onsite and the complex grows organically
over time. Design: Philippa Hayden. Studio leader: Simon Cookes,
University of Melbourne.

BOTTOM LEFT AND RIGHT: The Broady Bridge – a bridge alive. Inspired
by the Ponte Vecchio and the NY High Line Park, this bridge facilitates
work, rest and play on top of a pedestrian and cycle connection over a
major arterial obstruction. This project creates greater density in the centre
of Broadmeadows and provides a way of moving around this part of the
suburb easily without a car. Design: Allison Armstrong. Studio leader:
Simon Cookes, University of Melbourne.

TOP RIGHT: This project integrated a below-ground shopping complex
with a vertical farm to create a locally self-contained food centre on the
current Dallas shopping centre site. Easy access was provided from all
boundaries. From above the site resembled parkland. Design: David
Tanasa. Studio leader: Simon Cookes, University of Melbourne.

of constraints and concerns as if the project would
be built while imbuing the project with an architectural
charisma did best.

STUDIO LEADER: SIMON COOKES
Simon Cookes completed a Bachelor of Property and Construction /
Architecture with Honours at the University of Melbourne. He worked
for Mills Gorman and ARM Architects in Melbourne and Edward Suzuki
Architects in Tokyo. Now, Simon’s firm, duckBuilD, is busy providing
architecture, design and environmental sustainability services in a range of
projects around Victoria. Simon is also a BIM software consultant.
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Peri Urban Lounge Room
Industrial Design Studio, Swinburne University

Peri urban is a term used to describe areas situated on

sensitive to the environment. Sustainable aspects, such

the edges of a large city. These fringe locations are often

as energy (wind or solar), water conservation and shelter

fragmented, culturally diverse and disenfranchised

from the elements (sun, wind and rain), were part of the

communities, and it was our intention to offer a socially

brief, in addition to the more widely known design for

driven and ethically motivated design studio.

environment strategies (DfE).

Broadmeadows is one such community; it is also an
industrial centre with many nationalities, countless
religions and a car culture that does little to foster human
interaction. There is a dearth of public spaces to
promote any sense of community and the few areas that
do exist appear neglected.
Two sites – Olsen Place and Dallas shopping centre –

CENTRE AND BOTTOM RIGHT: Playgrounds are introduced into the
Local Activity Districts to encourage families to occupy and use the
area. This playground is designed for Olsen Place. Design: Aqilah
Hadi. Studio leader: Denis Smitka and Kate Bissett-Johnson,
Swinburne University.

TOP AND CENTRE LEFT: An outdoor cinema is installed into Dallas
shopping centre. The cinema provides cultural entertainment, and
when not in use the corroboree sculptures become a welcome gate
and a small community amphitheatre. Design: Garry Bathan.
Studio leader: Denis Smitka and Kate Bissett-Johnson,
Swinburne University.

CENTRE: This water sculpture is also the funnel for an underground
water system. Water collected from shop roofs pours into the
sculpture where it seeps into an underground tank and watering
system for nearby trees and gardens. Design: Catherine Brown.
Studio leader: Denis Smitka and Kate Bissett-Johnson,
Swinburne University.

STUDIO LEADER: DENIS SMITKA
Denis Smitka has been active in the industrial design community for
several decades. Commencing in exhibition, shop-fitting and branding
roles he established an architectural lighting business in the mid 1990s.
Concurrent with this enterprise has been Denis’s academic career, which
has involved lecturing at RMIT in Industrial and Interior Design and more
recently at Swinburne University. Denis joined the Design Centre team
in 2007 as manager of honours level industrial design students and also
lectures in 2nd and 3rd year industrial design subjects. Denis’s passions
lie in the public realm with postgraduate studies dedicated to public
lighting and parallel interests in urban planning, community building and
sustainable development.

were chosen for our studio. They offered great potential
and we sought exciting solutions that might become
potential blueprints for future sites. The metaphor of a
lounge room was deliberately chosen to suggest the
possible nature of the regenerated sites. As with lounge
rooms, these sites could be seen as places for people
to gather and to encourage interaction.

STUDIO LEADER: KATE BISSETT-JOHNSON
Kate Bisset-Johnston is an industrial designer whose interests lie in the
intersection between people and products. She teaches in the Industrial
Design and Product Design Engineering programs at Swinburne University.
Kate’s inspiration for the Peri Urban Lounge Room project was driven by
the belief that industrial design can be site-specific and culturally relevant by
better understanding users within a specific social context. Her proposition
for this project was that a sustainable solution needed to involve the coming
together of people, place and planet.

BOTTOM LEFT AND RIGHT: This
playground has been introduced
into the Dallas LAD. It is built on the
metaphor of paper planes, evoking
a notion of playfulness, immigration
and planes overhead. Indigenous
cultural markings on the sculptures
aim to unite cultures. Design:
Henry Ly. Studio leaders: Denis
Smitka and Kate Bissett-Johnson,
Swinburne University.

Each student designer was asked to develop a suite
of elements to create this ‘lounge room’, and although
these elements were being designed for a specific
site we sought a system of parts that could be used
elsewhere as well. We proposed that these public sites
(shopping areas) could also be perceived as ‘oases’.
Oases are traditionally places of rest and refreshment as
well as places that draw together different living beings.
They are places of refuge and are strongly linked – and
sensitive to – the surrounding environment. Like oases,
the objects student designers proposed needed to be
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Design Systems and Services
Systems and Services Studio, Swinburne University

The students were challenged to explore what systems
and service design outcomes could potentially
evolve within the realms of the everyday activities,
environments, organisations and communities of
Broadmeadows. Using sustainability as a catalyst for
change, the students addressed the theme of either
health and wellbeing or food and drink, and then applied

TOP RIGHT: Eccomodate is a new system
that encourages and rewards the shift to more
sustainable transport options. The system
includes rewards for carpooling, cycling and
using a local shopping bus service. Design:
Bethany Lewis, Krystel Hanifan, Daniel Yen,
Ronnie Rais. Studio leader: Mark Strachan,
Swinburne University.

TOP LEFT: New businesses arise from the increased focus on
sustainable and health food systems. This mobile vending van
delivers fresh, healthy food to workplaces, schools and retirement
villages. The delivery service increases access to fresh and
healthy food. Design: Claire Frean, Sinwa Ho, Tara Newton,
Nga Nguyen, Felisia Santoso. Studio leader: Mark Strachan,
Swinburne University.

a number of design methodologies that specifically
focused on the users and stakeholders with the intent
of envisioning new and engaging systems and service
outcomes for 2032, which in turn, would bring about
positive change in individuals, neighbourhoods and
communities in Broadmeadows.
Having Broadmeadows as a real-world focus for the
project was very beneficial to the Design Systems
and Services studio as it provided a very challenging
context for the 160 students who worked together in
inter-disciplinary teams to tackle ‘wicked’ problems
in a real-world context, as opposed to a theoretical
academic exercise. The VEIL framework provided scope

CENTRE RIGHT: AXCESS is a new community
service that promotes youth engagement by
offering youth local credits for participation in
community activities. The credits can be
redeemed at participating local organisations
and through the schools. Design: Mazzy
Prinsep, Judd Parris, Kelly Whiteman, Fran
Sykes, Dan Salkowski. Studio leader: Mark
Strachan, Swinburne University.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Unify is a new youth
community service and centre that
encourages physical activities by holding
sports competitions, as well as education
and workplace opportunities. Design: Chloe
Madrigale, Jason Matthews, Erin Bryant,
Bianca Elias. Studio leader: Mark Strachan,
Swinburne University.

BOTTOM LEFT: Mapping from the Broad Bean Broadmeadows
project, which investigates promoting community food systems
in Broadmeadows. Design: Lloyd Mostafa, Nikki Weedon,
Lena Quynh Le, Mina Kim. Studio leader: Mark Strachan,
Swinburne University.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Residents are sent start-up packages to raise
awareness and encourage involvement in local food systems.
Neighbourly interaction is encouraged by residents as they swap
packages. Design: Jonathan Howse, Zoe Diacolabrianos,
Shirley Shi, Cameron Norris. Studio leader: Mark Strachan,
Swinburne University.

for new approaches and, coupled with the opportunity
to engage with Hume City Council, it proved to be most
a most productive and rewarding engagement, further
evidenced by the students’ own positive feedback after
the completion of the studio. It provided an excellent
topic for a systems and services studio with the
opportunity to address social innovation. It was also
valuable to see the projects so well received when they
were exhibited in Broadmeadows.
STUDIO LEADER: MARK STRACHAN
The studio was led by Mark Strachan, a Swinburne University lecturer,
who specialises in interaction and product design, systems and services
and sustainability. Key tutors and contributors included Emma Luke
(designer and entrepreneur), Andrew Hazewinkel (designer and
contemporary artist) and Nicholas Riddett (service designer).
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Adventures in Interaction Design
Visual Communication Studio, RMIT University

The studio was framed as ‘Adventures in interaction
design’ with the directive: ‘Design for cultural change and
exchange, communication and information’.
Students chose from a range of themes addressing
communication and culture: mobility and culture; food
and culture; conversations and stories; water and/or

TOP RIGHT, CENTRE AND BOTTOM RIGHT: WonderFarm is a
local sustainability education centre. The centre has a focus on food
production but also runs other sustainability programs. Children
learn about the benefits of fresh food and plant their own seedlings,
coming back semi-regularly to visit and maintain their garden patch.
Design: Vina Kosaaih, Lee Juen Yap, Linda Nguyen and Nae
Hee Kim. Studio leader: Tania Ivanka, RMIT University.

BELOW: Broadmeadows Community Garden promotes fresh food cultures and encourages cultural integration. The idea is that children from
different local schools participate together at the local community garden. The program gives children who may not integrate the opportunity to work
together. The program is promoted widely in the community and expands to include other community groups. Design: Stacey Karayannis, John
Wegman and Wilba Simson. Studio leader: Tania Ivanka, RMIT University.

energy visibility.
Students applied IxD methods of user research,
scenarios, prototyping and testing to create services
and events that promoted or enabled more sustainable
ways of living for the residents of Broadmeadows.
Taking part in the Broadmeadows project was a
valuable vehicle to introduce innovative design for
sustainability within the discipline of communication
design. It was my aim to expose students to potential
design roles that contribute to social innovation, and
which they can undertake in the future.
Among the main benefits of participating in the project as
a lecturer was meeting studio leaders from other design
disciplines who had the same passion and commitment
to design for sustainability that goes beyond materials
efficiency, and our shared vision of passing this on to a
future generation of designers.

STUDIO LEADER: TANIA IVANKA
Tania Ivanka lectures in Communication Design at RMIT, focusing on
interaction and service design methods as a strategy for embedding socially
responsible and sustainable design practice into undergraduate curricula.
Her research interests include exploring urban grassroots sustainability
movements, relocalisation and resilience.
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Sustainability Think-Tank

Human Powered Vehicles

This particular studio operated as a sustainability

If we imagine that tomorrow petrol was not available in

think-tank. For the students, the first imperative was

Broadmeadows, the question facing the populace is,

to immerse themselves in Hume and Broadmeadows

‘How does one adapt to the lack of mobility options

and then propose a strategy for resilient reaction to

available’? The site of Broadmeadows is suitable to

climate change and peak oil that responded to particular

SLOW transport (super low consumptive transport),

community needs. The studio participants determined

such as cycling and walking. Current bicycles are

their own territories for design intervention based on

inappropriate for people with reduced capacity, the

community or industry sectors, including mobility,

elderly, primary carers with infants and public amenities.

energy, food, elderly and youth stakeholders.

With these target groups in mind the studio set out to

Industrial Design Studio, RMIT University

The outcomes of our studio envisage a community
that has food and energy security, the seeding of new
industries and innovative means of investing in its
establishment. Through their investigation the students
demonstrated that a community requires significant
investigation, appreciation and envisioning before radical

TOP LEFT: Mobility for the third age is not just about physical activity but also
social mobility, having strong and active community connections. This strategy
proposes accessible social spaces, online communication platforms, walking
groups and knowledge exchanges, all designed for an active ageing population.
Design: Daniel Nguy. Studio leader: Simon Curlis, RMIT University.
TOP RIGHT, BOTTOM RIGHT AND CENTRE: Hume Wind a local and
renewable energy industry has three different community strategies: education
and training through the TAFE, community incubators and rental schemes for
local business and residents. Design: Dean Benstead. Studio leader:
Simon Curlis, RMIT University.

change can be proposed. Additionally, nurturing the

Wind power can act as a catalyst for a community, as
Dean Benstead demonstrates in Windy Futures,

envision pedal-powered alternatives to address a future
without the convenience of the car. The Broadmeadows
urban profile dares one to dream of free public transport,
active transport that benefits community health and
which is locally buildable, maintainable, designable,
economically beneficial and achievable. The
community of Broadmeadows became a locale to
test free transport viability where economic capacity is

community through the change rather than compelling
them to change offered an increased transition success.

Industrial Design Studio, RMIT University

limited but social and cultural capital are high, although
BOTTOM LEFT: Food security is increased in Broadmeadows by the
introduction of a local food policy and community food systems. This cyclevan redistributes food throughout Broadmeadows, picking up from shops
and gardens and delivering to residents and workers. Design: Samantha
Duzenman. Studio leader: Simon Curlis, RMIT University.

under-valued by many of the participant citizens and
external stakeholders.

through multiple interventions that make any

Our studio outcomes are challenging and provocative

community member a potential investor, either

to the status quo, the radical change is not present

through finance schemes or personal interventions

at the user end, but requires a significant re-think

via local education programs. Dean’s project

from government and commercial institutions. The

demonstrates that an intervention can be embraced

students have advocated for community resilience and

by a community when it is invited to participate.

representation in decision-making and propose that
residents will actively engage in sustainable practices,
but current incentives deter and dissuade such activity.
Within the studio, students struggled against cultural

STUDIO LEADER: SIMON CURLIS
Simon Curlis has worked in product design and development of items
as diverse as therapeutic equine spas and agricultural produce sorters.
Currently a staff member of RMIT University Industrial Design. Simon is an
advocate for sustainable mobility with projects based in behavioural change
and technical innovation that enable communities to be self-sustained and
determined locally where the benefits and responsibility occur.
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TOP LEFT: The tradesman’s Ute has room for tools in the back and
offers its rider a quick and stylish ride to each job. Larger objects are
accommodated or dropped of by a delivery service. Design: James
Whiteley. Studio leader: Simon Curlis, RMIT University.

conditioning of consumption and convenience as

TOP RIGHT: Children who use the Modular School
Bus have individual cycle modules. As the bus
travels along its route it picks up children who
connect their modules to the group. The
modularity of the system and collective
participation allows children to take
intermittent breaks without too much
strain placed on others. Design:
Simon Brown. Studio leader:
Simon Curlis, RMIT University.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Care is a human
powered vehicle that can best be
described as a vehicle for carers.
The design allows parents to cycle to
the shop with the kids, or for a
community carer to take an elderly
person to an appointment. Design:
Laura Blue. Studio leader:
Simon Curlis, RMIT University.

desirable activities, balanced against the realisation
that active transport embodied multiple benefits at
comparatively little cost.
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About VEIL

The Victorian Eco Innovation Lab at the University of Melbourne

The Victorian Eco-Innovation Lab (VEIL) seeks to identify

VEIL has developed processes and a methodology to

and promote emerging technical and social innovations

help its collaborators break out of ‘business as usual’

•

Changing systems of production and consumption
(and resource provision): A substantial body

desirable futures: We work with the best scientific

resistance to change from existing commitments

for future sustainable systems. VEIL is a response to

thinking, to challenge narrow conceptions of what is

of modelling and research shows that it is not

projections of anthropogenic climate effects and oil

(to policy, intellectual property, business and

the critical challenge of our times: the urgent need for

possible, to ‘re-invent’ rather than merely ‘reconstruct’

possible to reach a sustainable future by simply

depletion. However, we cannot expect that these

personal investments) VEIL uses a 25-year horizon.

fundamental social, technical and structural change

the future. With a wide network of professionals and

doing more efficiently what we already do. VEIL

projected threats alone will be enough to induce

This fits well with the timelines for action on fossil

to bring about what is now widely referred to as a

members of the public (both locally and internationally),

bases its approach on the process of exploring

people and society to make changes. VEIL focuses

fuels and is generally regarded as long enough for

‘low-carbon’ economy. A low-carbon society also has

VEIL takes an ‘open innovation’ approach to its work.

changes to the underlying life-systems of cities

on solutions and the projection of alternative futures

real structural change, but not so far into the future

to be more resilient, to changes in the climate, including

The approach emphasises the following characteristics:

and urban communities. This is the basis of the

that are both desirable and sustainable; building a

that new technical capacities can be ‘invented’

•

term ‘eco-innovation’ in the projects title.

extreme weather events, and to the effects of escalating
oil prices as global demand outpaces supply.

Solutions-oriented – focusing on optimistic,

•

to resolve problems.

movement of expanding optimism.
•

Visions – not (just) words and data: To change

25-year horizons (‘time shifting’): to overcome

•

Plausible trajectories and beginnings – ‘revealing’

community expectations for a future based on

current (social and technical) innovations: To break

the extrapolation of ‘business as usual’ is a major

from business-as-usual futures, new trajectories of

communications task. In an age when the visual

development need to be explored and envisaged.

representation of alternative future capacities is so

Future visions need convincing narratives of how

powerful and ubiquitous, alternative sustainable

current social or technical conditions might ‘unfold’

participating universities, VEIL works to envisage future

futures must also be communicated visually

to create the new conditions. Future visions can

concepts and prototypes for goods, services,

and immersively. VEIL harnesses the power of

provide a ‘lens’ through which to reappraise the

built infrastructure, systems and lifestyles, for a

‘glimpses’ – evocative design sketches that

present and reveal appropriate starting points for a

sustainable Melbourne in 25 years. VEIL has the explicit

embody a transformation of existing systems,

trajectory to the envisaged future. These revealed

mission of changing expectations, redefining the

but which still require the viewer to co-create the

conditions may normally be ‘invisible’ because

conceptual landscape of the future market and

context-specific form in which they might exist.

they sit ‘outside’ the mainstream, or because they

VEIL operates on a model similar to an innovation-led
design company, but in the public arena. With public
funding, research grants and donations, and a design
and research team drawn from staff and students in

BOTTOM: Meadowlink connects existing parklands across Broadmeadows
and beyond. While Meadowlink focuses on linking east and west
Broadmeadows, this masterplan demonstrates that Meadowlink is a spine
that also supports north and south community activity. Design: Lily Hsu.
Studio leader: Sidh Sintusingha; University of Melbourne.

OPPOSITE BOTTOM LEFT: Exhibition tours were conducted to help
explain complex design ideas to the community.

lifestyles and patterns of consumption, and to ‘seed’

are small and ‘localised’. A blog, established by

new, innovative projects that could contribute to

VEIL for communicating about small-scale (often

making that future a reality.

community-based) initiatives, provides one avenue
for finding these appropriate starting points; an

VEIL’s foundation work in 2007 developed ‘glimpses’ of

active ‘observatory’ and an international network

Melbourne 2032, assuming that the city was reaching

of researchers and projects provides another.

what were then the Victorian sustainability targets.
The ‘2032’ date has been maintained, even though
the future horizon has reduced in time as the project
has developed. The focus on Melbourne has been
complemented with work in regional urban centres.
RIGHT: Peeling back the layers reveals the design detail from the
Meadowlink masterplan on the opposite page. The design demonstrates
how localised interventions can ‘correct’ and improve many different
urban life systems. Design: Lily Hsu. Studio leader: Sidh Sintusingha,
University of Melbourne.
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About VEIL (continued)
•

Distributed systems: In the VEIL exploration of new

VEIL was established through Our Environment Our

low-carbon and resilient futures there is a focus

Future – Victorian Sustainability Statement in 2006 and

on changing the underlying system of production

is funded through the Victorian Government Sustainability

and consumption from a pattern of growth based

Fund, managed by Sustainability Victoria. The project

on increasing scale in long ‘linear’ production

is a partnership between the University of Melbourne,

chains, to what we refer to as distributed systems

Monash University, RMIT University, and Swinburne

of production and consumption. These involve

University. VEIL is managed by the research group of the

greater diversity, a (re)localisation of points of

same name in the Faculty of Architecture, Building and

production and a strong network of sharing, linking

Planning at the University

the local to the regional, national and international.

of Melbourne.

(The archetypical model is the internet, or the
production, distribution and consumption of
renewable electricity from solar or wind, etc,
strung out along a grid.) In this model ‘the global’
becomes more a ‘network of networks’.
•

Eco-acupuncture: VEIL approaches ‘seeding’
of projects as a vital way of shifting the direction
of development. Existing urban settlements, in
particular, require major restructuring, but that
often generates real opposition. By identifying
local sites that are open to small-scale design
intervention, eco-acupuncture aims to shift the
path of innovation and development on a new
trajectory: towards sustainable, resilient conditions.
Interventions can redirect the forces that shape
development. New projects ‘on-the-ground’ can
release new community energy and support for a
new trajectory of development.

OPPOSITE PAGE & BOTTOM LEFT: The Broadmeadows 2032 exhibition
held in the former Ericsson Factory displayed over 60 student works. The
exhibition design replicated a small neighbourhood space and a garden
of innovative ideas. As our key community engagement the exhibition was
a place where the community could explore and contemplate the ideas
on offer. Local council, state government representatives and industry
also explored the exhibition. Materials used were of low impact and many
suppliers were sourced from local businesses, showcasing the innovation
and economic strength already within the community.
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ABOVE LEFT: These commercial buildings and overhead pass hide the entrance to the railway station, creating a clash between those waiting for buses,
those using the area as a public space and commuters passing through. Redevelopment of this area holds great promise to promote public transport by
creating a well-designed transit interchange that creates connections across the railway and Pascoe Vale Road. Photo: Maggie Bufe.
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